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Abstract 

Pneumonia is a dangerous, often fatal secondary disease acquired by patients during their stay at 

Intensive Care Units. ICU patients have scores of data collected on a real time basis. Based on two 

years of data for a large ICU, we develop an early warning system for the onset of pneumonia that is 

based on Alternating Decision Trees for supervised learning, Sequential Pattern Mining, and the 

stacking paradigm to combine the two. Mainly due to decreased stay, the system will save € 180000 in 

this hospital alone while at the same time increasing the quality and consistent standard of health 

care. The ultimate system relies on a rather small numeric data base alone and is thus amenable to 

integration in a treatment protocol and a newly conceived ICU workflow system. 

Keywords: Medical Data – Pneumonia – chaining techniques – ADTrees – sequential pattern mining -

– treatment protocol 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The following paper is based on an interdisciplinary project between researchers from the department 
of information systems of Friedrich Schiller University (FSU), Jena, an intensive care unit (ICU) and 
the hospital pharmacy of the same institution. Objective of the project was the application of data 
mining techniques to the ICU database. Focus was set on detecting pneumonia, with emphasis on early 
identification of the developing illness. Beyond its immediate medical utility, the goal was also to 
explore the potential of secondary data usage in a project with medical as well as economic value. 
Unlike conventional medical studies which are typically hypothesis driven and based on the analysis 
of experiments, this project was data driven. However, to ensure acceptance on behalf of the 
physicians and later integration into a workflow system, it was required to develop a comprehensive 
and comprehensible model. As a consequence, black box approaches of data analysis like support 
vector machines or neural networks were immediately rejected. As organizational framework we 
followed the cross industry standard process model for data mining (CRISP-DM) to structure the 
project (Chapman et al. 2000). 

Pneumonia is an inflammatory illness of the lung. Nosocomial pneumonia is defined as a lung 
infection occurring after the hospital admission (Robert-Koch-Institut, 2000).  Nosocomial pneumonia 
is among the most frequent infections in the intensive care unit (primarily due to excessive use of 
ventilation) and shows the highest mortality rate (Reinhart et al., 2006). Patients who developed 
pneumonia had a prolonged length of stay1 in the intensive care unit and as a result increased costs of 
hospitalization (Safdar et al., 2005 and Heyland et al., 1999). An adequate, timely and sufficiently 
high dosed initial antibiotic treatment is crucial for a successful therapy and reduces the length of stay 
for pneumonia patients (Welte, 2006 and Dupont et al., 2000 and Battleman et al., 2002). This 
measure cannot be applied on a purely preventive basis as the risks of severe side effects with already 
seriously ill patients and of immunization of germs through too widespread application must be taken 
into account.  To exacerbate the problem, the disease will fully develop very quickly, i.e. within days 
after infection and tends to be overlooked or underestimated in the typically ultra-hectic environment 
of an ICU.  

Data mining techniques have been occasionally employed in the context of diagnosis of pulmonary 
diseases. Xuanyang et al. (2005) have applied methods of image recognition and classification trees to 
identify SARS patients from X-ray imagery. Hripcsak et al. (2007) used text mining methods on 
narrative clinical databases to reliably diagnose pneumonia. Our approach is different from both 
papers in that it relies on the continuous stream of numeric data that online monitoring in an ICU 
provides and puts large emphasis on timely reaction. 

This paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we describe the data set, which was used in the 
project. The relevant methods are shortly explained in chapter 3. Experimental results are presented in 
section 4. A prototypical workflow system called Imagina has been implemented at the ICU under 
study. We will sketch integration of our results in section 5.  Finally, we give some remarks about 
lessons learned in a broader context. 

2 DATA SET 

The intensive care unit at FSU has a capacity of 78 beds and is one of the largest university ICUs in 
Germany. Data are collected in a patient data management system. Figure 1 gives a schematic 
overview of the data.  

                                              
1  Safdar et al. (2005) report an average stay increase of 6.1 days and increased costs of 10,019$, Heyland et al. (1999) a 
longer stay of 6.55 days in the average resulting in 14,600 DM additional costs per case.  
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Figure 1 Systematic overview of the intensive care unit data 

The data are extremely sparse which is caused by a considerable number of short stays (less than one 
day on ICU) and the specific tests and treatments given to each patient leading to diverse and almost 
patient-specific parameter sets. In line with the goal of identifying a widespread secondary disease, 
only data routinely collected were considered in this study. Large parts of the data are time dependent 
with different time granularities. For instance body temperature is measured every half an hour, 
tracheal secretions three times a day. Other values are only analyzed on demand. Cleansing, 
transformation and aggregation of the data had to observe these restrictions. Automatically measured 
data underwent an extra processing step to ensure reliable values. Even in the ICU environment with 
its high quality requirements and work ethic, data errors and inconsistencies remained an issue. 

To deploy methods of supervised learning on the database, cases with and without pneumonia had to 
be unambiguously identified. The Clinical pulmonary infections score (CPIS) is considered the Gold 
Standard by pulmologists (Calandra et al., 2005). Pneumonia is confirmed when CPIS sums up to ≥ 6 
and a new or progressive radiographic infiltrate (Figure 2) is observed. The first day where this 
condition holds will in the following be named CPIS reaction day and is considered the 
operationalization of the onset of pneumonia. 

 

Figure 2 Clinical pulmonary infection score. 

As not all components of the CPIS could be extracted from the data base and had in part to be added 
manually, the calculation was a time consuming step and also restricted the number of cases. Finally, 
all pneumonia patient data from two years (2004 – 2005) were analyzed. In both years, they were 
11,726 cases in total at the ICU. Out of this were 1,160 cases considered relevant for pneumonia. CPIS 
could be calculated for 764 patients on 8,868 ICU days, the rest must be excluded due to data 
situation. For 364 of those 764 patients pneumonia could be verified. It might surprise that pneumonia 
was confirmed only in half of the cases, but it must be kept in mind that a fast treatment is crucial in 
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case of pneumonia. So, medical practice displays strong preference for false alert over missed 
pneumonia.  

Technically speaking, identifying reaction days is classification task with a highly unbalanced class 
distribution. To handle this situation, we split the whole data set to obtain an artificially balanced 
training set and a test set reflecting the real class distributions (Weiss, 2001). Cases were randomly 
chosen for training and for test set. The training set consists of 299 pneumonia and 300 no-pneumonia 
patients. As for the test set we defined a 5% portion of pneumonia patients, a relation which meet the 
natural situation at UKJ and other studies (Bercault & Boulain, 2001; Alp et al., 2004; Vahle, 2004). 
There were 65 pneumonia and 1,250 no-pneumonia patients in the test set. 

Following the data collection process, the variables had to be selected. Laboratory data, medical scores 
and diagnoses – routinely collected data – were tested for relevance. Additional requirement was a 
measurement in at least 30 percent of the cases. Attributes were submitted to a pre-selection step. Only 
attributes that showed a minimum predictive power for pneumonia prediction (operationalized as a 
significance threshold in oneway ANOVA) were considered eligible for further data mining. Finally, 
23 variables were chosen for further consideration. 

For data mining purposes, the values at the CPIS reaction day and on the three days before were 
collected. Older values were excluded from a medical point of view as pneumonia incubation time is 
below 3 days. Values measured after the CPIS reaction day were not considered due to the goal of 
identifying the onset and not the development of pneumonia. As a side product of this study, a 
modified CPIS score was also developed that is highly correlated with the original but can be 
calculated on the basis of automated data alone. Furthermore, as all time series data for pneumonia 
patients are measured relative to the reaction day, we had to find an equivalent of the CPIS reaction 
day for the no-pneumonia patients in the sampling. We analyzed on which day of stay at ICU 
pneumonia had developed and mirrored this distribution on no-pneumonia patients. On this cohort this 
day was called the reference day. 

3 METHODS 

Methods employed were selected for their predictive power as reported in the literature, their ease of 
communication to physicians and their potential of eventual manual intervention. We will only sketch 
the ideas here and refer to the literature for a detailed description of the algorithms. Regarding the 
spate of methods proposed, some arbitrariness in method selection does of course remain.  

3.1 Alternating Decision Trees 

Alternating Decision Trees (ADTree) combine decision trees with a user-selectable number of 
boosting steps to generate decision rules. Compared to other decision trees like C4.5 or CART, 
ADTrees often result in more compact tree structures and are easier to interpret (Freund & Mason, 
1999). ADTrees use the boosting algorithm AdaBoost (Freund & Schapire, 1999) for learning. The 
final tree consists of alternating layers of decision and prediction nodes.  

In Figure 3 the same classification rule is represented by a decision tree and by an alternating decision 
tree. In addition to the well known decision nodes (rectangles), ADTrees contain prediction nodes 
(ellipses). To classify an instance; all paths from the root to leaves reachable for the current instance 
are considered. When a path reaches a decision node, it continues with the branch that corresponds to 
the decision outcome, as in a standard decision tree. On the other hand, when a path reaches a 
prediction node, all offspring nodes are considered. Unlike decision trees, the classification is not from 
the label of a leaf; but from collecting and summing up all scores from prediction nodes along any 
path visited. In the two-class case, class prediction is taken from the sign of the total score (see Fig. 
3b).  Hence, the contribution of each decision node may be understood in isolation, and summing the 
individual contribution yields the final prediction and classification (Liu et al., 2005).  
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Figure 3 Decision Tree (a) versus Alternating Decision Tree (b) [13]  

A case with a=4 and b=2 collects 0.5-0.7+0.4 = 0.2 points and is classified as “positive score”-class. 

3.2 Sequential Pattern Mining 

Sequential Pattern Mining (SPM) as an extension of Association Rule Mining was originally proposed 
by Agrawal and Srikant (Agrawal & Srikant, 1995). It describes the search for frequent subsequences 
within a given set of sequences, where a predefined support threshold has to be observed.  

SPM-algorithms have a lot of attractive features: they can not only process metric variables but also 
nominal and categorical values. They can handle many variables simultaneously with acceptable 
complexity and speed as well as differently scaled attributes, and work stable in the presence of 
missing values. Due to these properties, SPM-algorithms are of high interest for applications in 
medical area, where the problems cited are routinely encountered. 

There are two main approaches of SPM-algorithms – with or without candidate generation. Candidate 
generation algorithms like GSP (Srikant & Agrawal, 1996) or SPADE (Zaki, 2001) start with counting 
the support of single items to find frequent patterns. Only items that fulfill a defined minimum support 
are relevant for further testing and are considered as candidates for longer patterns. They are using the 
apriori-principle for reducing the number of possible candidates. Prefix-Span (Pei et al., 2001) and 
Free-Span (Han et al., 2000) represent sequential pattern algorithms without candidate generation. 
They also start by counting the support of single items. In a next step the frequent single items are 
sorted in descending order. Those frequent single items are used as prefixes and separate the whole set 
into subsets which are recursively searched for frequent patterns. Hence, this is a divide-and-conquer-
approach. 

For our project we have chosen the SPAM algorithm (Ayres et al., 2002), a representative of candidate 
generation algorithms, which is a very fast algorithm and offers a complete download and 
documentation. SPAM uses a bitmap representation of the data. This allows an efficient support 
counting, significant bitmap compression and fast join-operations to generate new candidates for 
subsequences. In Figure 4, the initial transformation of given sequences is displayed.  
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Figure 4 Tree SPAM algorithm - transformation into a bitmap 

SPAM uses a lexicographic sequence tree (Figure 5) for finding sequential patterns. By traversing the 
tree, candidate sequences are generated, followed by support counting to test the frequency.  

 

Figure 5 The Lexicographic Sequence 

SPAM differentiates sequence-extension steps (S-Steps) and itemset-extension steps (I-Step). In a 
sequence-extension step a new item will be attached at the end of the parent sequence, so the appended 
transaction will occur later than all other items of the parent sequence. In case of an itemset-extension, 
the new transaction will take place at the same time as the last itemset of the parent sequence. 

Both extensions are illustrated in Figure 5. Processing an I-Step is a simple join operation (Figure 6). 
For a sequence extension a transformation is necessary first. The transformation assures that items are 
added at a later point in time. ( Figure 7) 

                        

Figure 6 SPAM - I-Step processing    Figure 7 SPAM - S-Step processing  

Using bitmaps for sequential pattern mining results in very fast operations. On small data sets the costs 
for building the bitmaps can outweigh the benefits of fast support counting. For large data set and 
longer sequences, SPAM has empirically proven its strengths (Yang & Kitsuregawa, 2005). 
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3.3 Chaining of classifiers   

As far as “false positives” and “false negatives” accuracy is concerned, both classifiers developed 
have their specific strengths and weaknesses. Combining the two through a slight modification of the 
stacked generalization (“stacking”) techniques proposed by Wolpert (1992) yields a satisfactory 
overall result. The details will be reported in the next section.  

Stacking is a meta-learning algorithm that merges the output of different classifiers for a final classi-
fication. It is hoped that a combination of weak classifiers can lead to a stronger classifier. However, 
there is no deep theory and no generally accepted recommendation as to how carry out this 
combination. Interpretation and analysis is also said to be difficult (Wolpert (1992)), but has not been 
found a problem in this application. 

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

The results of applying ADTrees are shown in Table 1. As there is no automatic criterion when to stop 
building up the tree; we evaluated different numbers of boosting rounds on a test set. We also 
considered different standard measures for prediction quality. In Table 1 can be seen that the best 
overall classification (77.7 %) was reached after just one boosting round. But there is a poor 
recognition of pneumonia (36.8%). The good overall result is a consequence of the predominance of 
no-pneumonia patients; this unbalanced class distribution as already mentioned. 

 

Number 
Boosting-Rounds 

Overall 
classification 

Pneumonia (True 
Positive class=1) 

No-Pneumonia (True 
Positive class=0) 

Precision 
Pneumonia 

Area Under ROC Curve 
(AUC) 

1 77.7 % 0.368 0.798 0.085 0.5547  

2 70.4 % 0.692 0.705 0.107 0.7041  

3 71.7 % 0.677 0.719 0.109 0.6677  

4 63.0 % 0.815 0.621 0.099 0.7399 

5 71.8 % 0.769 0.715 0.121 0.7573 

6 65.4 % 0.738 0.65 0.097 0.7439  

7 74.7 % 0.723 0.748 0.127  0.7804 

8 73.8 % 0.723 0.739 0.124 0.7862 

9 72.2 % 0.754 0.72 0.121 0.7928 

10  70.9 % 0.785 0.705 0.119 0.7818 

Table 1 Experimental results using ADTree 

The best detection of pneumonia patients was achieved after 4 boosting rounds (81.5%). But the 
corresponding no-pneumonia recognition was not satisfying (62.1%). The best precision for 
pneumonia in combination with one of the best AUC values was obtained after 7 rounds. Here, the 
pneumonia and no-pneumonia detection were both mediocre.  

For sequential pattern mining a different approach was used - the data set was split in two groups: 
pneumonia and no-pneumonia patients. The SPAM algorithm was applied on both groups separately 
to find frequent sequential patterns. Score values and laboratory values were discretized into 
alternative numbers of bins to improve results. SPAM was able to find a lot of rules up to a maximum 
support of 40% and it proved its claim to fastness. Nevertheless, none of the rules could be found just 
in one of the groups, displaying discriminating power. Although there was a different support of the 
sequential patterns, there could not be identified a singular and strong pattern for the separation task. 
No pattern could be found which spans more than 2 hospital days (Figure 8). 
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Glasgow Coma Score:  t-1=15; t0 = 15 

No-Pneumonia 30,6 % 

Pneumonia 12,1 % 

Urea:  t-1=5; t0 = 5 

No-Pneumonia 29,5 % 

Pneumonia 19,5 % 

Lactate: t0 = appr. 2 

No-Pneumonia 34,8 % 

Pneumonia 49,5 % 

Figure 8 Examples for rules found with SPAM algorithm 

The idea for a chaining of different data mining techniques was driven by the results of the above 
mentioned algorithms. The good identification of the pneumonia patients with ADTrees should be 
retained. The prediction of no-pneumonia patients should be improved by using sequential patterns 
(Figure 9).  

 

Figure 9 Classification with intelligent chaining of data mining techniques 

We have chosen the ADTree with the best result in predicting pneumonia. The confusion matrix of the 
complete, chained model is shown in Table 2. 

 
Actual  no- 
pneumonia 

Actual pneumonia  

Classified as no-pneumonia 1181 96 1277 

Classified as pneumonia 12 53 65 

 1193 149  

Table 2 Confusion matrix for chained model from Fig. 9 
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The quality measures achieved are the following: 

Overall classification:   92.0 (1234 of 1342 correctly classified) 

Pneumonia (TP=0): 81.5% (53 of 65 correctly classified) 

No-pneumonia (TP=1):  92.5% (1181 of 1277 correctly classified)  

Precision pneumonia: 35.6% (53 of 149 correctly classified) 

Precision no-pneumonia: 99.9 % (1181 of 1193 correctly classified) 

Figure 10 displays the used ADTree for the final model. The tree shows that prior diagnoses of lung 
illnesses have the most influence. Furthermore, a medical score indicating the decubitus risk is 
relevant as well as the oxygenation index, both values measured on the previous day. 

  

Figure 10 Resulting ADTree after 4 boosting rounds 

After the data have passed the ADTree those cases, which have been classified as no-pneumonia 
patients by the tree, will be checked by a SPAM rule. The best SPAM Rule found is a very simple one 
– if an inflammatory parameter is exceeding a certain threshold (Figure 11). Although this SPAM rule 
did not show good results applied as stand-alone algorithm, it worked well after the data set was 
preprocessed by the ADTree.  

CRP: t0 = approx. 250  

(C-reactive proteine; an inflammatory parameter) 

No-Pneumonia 14,6 % 

Pneumonia 25 % 

Figure 11 Selected SPAM-Rule for chaining model 

All of the chosen input variables were considered as plausible by the physicians involved in the 
project. Furthermore, all of the measures are easy to collect and a fast prediction is delivered. As a 
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next step we calculated the economic impact of this predictor. In preparation of the project we had 
identified 99 patients whose onset of pneumonia was not detected in time. Due to this delay in starting 
antibiotic treatment it caused in average 5 days more length of stay at ICU, leading to 445,500 Euro 
extra costs. Running the developed model, we could have identified 40 patients out of these 99 
patients. This corresponds to 180,000 Euro and a possible cost decreasing of 40% because a longer 
hospitalization could have been avoided. 

The classifier scores badly along the “precision” criterion. It will thus create a lot of false positives, 
i.e. false alarms. Facing the inevitable tradeoff between first and second order statistical error, we 
accepted this situation, as the detection of pneumonia is considered to be more important from both 
the medical as well as the economic point of view. In a previous stage of the project, we had found out 
that costs of antibiotic treatment are much less than those of extended ICU stay.  It must also be seen 
that many of our “false positives” do indeed develop respiratory diseases of a lighter calibre and do 
need treatment. They just fall short of the CPIS threshold of 6 that defines pneumonia in the clinical 
sense. 

5 WORKFLOW INTEGRATION 

Patient care at normal hospital wards can be supported by workflow systems that in their software 
architecture closely mirror their industrial counterparts. While their implementation typically meets 
resistance initially, they have proven to be successful tools in both curbing cost and increasing patient 
care quality (for up-to-date reviews see e.g. Damiani et al. (2010), Chen, Dolan, Lin (2004) and 
Kuperman (2007) for an application to medication-related issues). Operation at an ICU is substantially 
different, as almost no standard workflows exist and timeliness of reaction becomes a prime 
requirement.  

The hectic, often fire drill-like operations call for a system that more closely follows the groupware 
paradigm and is based upon “alerts” that are delivered to doctors and nurses typically over wireless 
intercom or via SMS. In current systems, alerts are generated  

• at fixed points in time 

• in response to a treatment plan individually prescribed or set as ward standard (so-called treatment 
protocol) 

• whenever a single bedside data item  monitored in real time exceed thresholds (triggers) 

In order to make this system more flexible and integrate more sophisticated methods, the Imagina 
System (Zimmerer, 2007) has been developed and put to prototypical implementation at the ICU 
considered. The architecture is given in Figure 12 and follows the “Model-View-Controller” paradigm 
of software design.  

All scheduling, module calls and eventually alerts are carried out by the kernel; data to all modules is 
provided by a database that is fed in real-time from bedside systems and stores them as time series. 
Master data on patients and stay are added from administrative systems through converters. The 
database thus serves as a data warehouse for all the modules. Individual modules (alias: monitors) at 
present do little more than monitor thresholds. They will decide 

• if to request an alert through the kernel 

• if and when to request the load of other surveillance modules (a respiratory module may, e.g.,  
decide to request immediate load of a cardiac module plus reload of itself after five minutes) 

Results are written to the database and are available for processing through other modules. Typically, 
they will in due course be informed of the user reaction. 

It is obvious that our pneunomia early warning system can be seamlessly integrated into this concept. 
The respective module will realize the system from Section 4, and Figure 9 but will implement the 
same interface as the current modules. New versions can be implemented even when the system is 
running without the user even taken notice. The system as a whole shows a consistent user interface as 
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all user interaction is done through the kernel (or its specialized sub-modules). The Imagina-System 
thus provides a platform to implement further extensions. 

 

Figure 12 Architecture of IMAGINA  

6 LESSONS LEARNED 

While the development of the pneumonia detection model needed quite a lot of resources, the daily 
use of an implemented pneumonia detecting system will be very easy and fast. In our scenario the 
support system will calculate a prognosis of pneumonia every 12 hours and for every patient. No 
additional bedside parameters are necessary to collect as just standard measures are considered by the 
support system.  

In a positive case of pneumonia there will be an alert either at the patient’s bed or on a mobile device 
of a doctor. He can now decide whether to start treatment, to trigger further testing or to ignore the 
alert.   

The decision support system fulfills the requirements of a comprehensive solution. All utilized 
variables made sense from the medical point of view. Careful and extensive preparation of the data 
was absolutely indispensable; the promise of a fully automated data analysis operating directly on a 
“dirty” database did not deliver. On the other hand, the project has proven the potential of data mining 
techniques to reap significant benefit from medical data collected in a totally different context.  The 
Imagina architecture allows to flexibly phase in this module into an ICU groupware system. 
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